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MARKET 
PREMIERE

Melchior –theApothecary
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RecipesforLoveandMurder

NeleNeuhaus –MurderMysteriesMovie Collection 

DangerousDocks

AnotherLove
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ORIGINAL TITLE
Apteeker Melchior

CAST
Märten Metsavir, Alo Kõrve, Maarja 
Johanna Mäg

PRODUCED BY
Taska Film, Nafta Films, Apollo Film 
Production

COUNTRY
Estonia

VERSION
Estonian (OV) with English subtitles

GENRE
Medieval Crime
Series, 3 × 90 min. or 6 × 45 min.

When a murderer is loose in town, the town is sick.

It’s time to call the apothecary. Melchior Wakenstede is a clever and curious apothecary 
who, in addition to healing the sick, solves the mysteries that are upsetting his town. In a 
medieval world where people look for signs from God or the Devil, everything the Melchior 
does appears truly magical. Some even believe that Melchiors’ detective skills speak with 
the dead! It turns out his “secret weapon” is more about being able to notice treacherous 
details, rather than understanding what little information people need before they reveal 
all sorts of valuable information ...

Melchior is a medieval crime Thriller full of secrets, adventure, and suspense. It is based on 
Indrek Hargla’s best-selling crime novels, which have been translated into German, Hungarian, 
Russian, Finnish and French. Filmed in Tallinn, the modern-day capital of Estonia, which was 
part of the German cultural map for more than 600 years. As one of the best preserved medieval 
cities in Northern Europe, it provides an entirely unique environment to the stories of Melchior 
the Apothecary.

BASED ON INDREK 
HARGLA’S SERIES OF 
BEST-SELLING CRIME 
NOVELS, FULL OF 
SECRETS, ADVENTURE 
AND SUSPENSE, THAT 
HAVE BEEN TRANS-
LATED INTO MANY 
LANGUAGES.

MELCHIOR–THEAPOTHECARY
BYELMONÜGANEN
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https://www.globalscreen.de/mm/en/content/168670
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ORIGINAL TITLE
Vaterland 

CAST
Emily Cox, Jens Albinus, Paula Kober, 
Marie-Lou Sellem

PRODUCED BY
Odeon Fiction 

COUNTRY
Germany

GENRE
Family Drama
Mini-Series, 6 × 45 min.

Newly married lawyer CLARA ANDERSEN (35) is willing to go beyond all moral and 
ethical boundaries to have her father, CARSTEN ANDERSEN (55) declared innocent 
after he is accused of raping her friend LEONIE NOVAK (32) at a family party.

The case leaks to the press and becomes a scandal, putting Clara and her entire family in the 
spotlight. Clara finds out that her father and her friend Leonie had an affair. So she gets more 
and more doubts about Leonie’s statement. Because Clara’s father admits to having had an 
intimate relationship with Leonie, but says he was never violent. Even before the investigation 
is completed, the prosecution threatens to destroy her father Carsten, who is a well-known 
musician. A trial is set to take place in which everyone involved will change their position on the 
facts of the case. Leonie will ask herself if she really said no. Carsten will deal with whether he 
perceived the limits of the woman he loves. Clara will try everything to protect her family, but 
bit by bit she will see how the truths on which she has built her life slowly fall apart.

The story is told from three perspectives: That of the perpetrator, that of the victim and that of 
our protagonist, the daughter of the perpetrator. In the process, the explosive question is raised: 
At what point is a rape actually a rape?

A FAMILY DRAMA THAT 
DEALS WITH A RAPE 
ACCUSATION THAT IS 
NOT A CLEAR BLACK 
AND WHITE CASE.

THE NIGHT IN QUESTION (WT)
BYBETTINAOBERLI
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https://www.globalscreen.de/mm/en/content/168676
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RECIPES FOR LOVE AND MURDER
BYCHRISTIAAN OLWAGENANDKAREN JEYNES

GENRE
Crime / Romance
1 Season, 10 × 45 min.

ORIGINAL TITLE
Recipes for Love and Murder

CAST
Maria Doyle Kennedy, Tony Kgoroge, 
Kylie Fisher

PRODUCED BY
Both Worlds in association
with M-Net, Acorn TV, Global Screen

COUNTRY
South Africa, United Kingdom

VERSION
English (OV)

Maria Purvis is an empathetic, accomplished recipe advice columnist for a small-
town gazette. When Martine, a woman who had written to Maria about her 
abusive husband, is found dead, Maria joins forces with her local, risk-taking, 
rookie  journalist colleague, Jessie September. Between cooking rich mutton curry, 
 decadent chocolate cake, answering letters and getting in the way of the local 
 policemen, Maria and Jessie are determined to solve this murder mystery and catch 
the killer. But the killer might be following their traces just as quickly as they are 
hunting him ...

Recipes for Love and Murder is a charming quirky murder mystery series based on the 
 acclaimed novel by best-selling and award-winning South African author Sally Andrew – 
Recipes for Love and Murder: A Tannie Maria Mystery. Filmed in South Africa and Scotland, 
this treat to the senses, culinary series features Maria Doyle Kennedy (Outlander), Tony 
Kgoroge (Invictus) and newcomer Kylie Fisher.

A CHARMING, QUIRKY 
MURDER MYSTERY 
SERIES, BASED ON 
THE INTERNATIONALLY 
BEST SELLING NOVEL 
“RECIPES FOR LOVE 
AND MURDER:  
A TANNIE MARIA 
 MYSTERY.”
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https://www.globalscreen.de/mm/en/content/168410
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Shortly before the next Mother’s Day, the investigators’ nerves are on edge. The 
body of old Theodor Reifenrath is found in Mammolshain in the Taunus. Accident or 
 murder?

The inspector also makes a gruesome discovery in the dog pound in front of the house. Next 
to an almost starved dog, she finds human bones buried under the ground: three women’s 
corpses are recovered by the forensic experts. Who are the murdered women? It turns 
out that the bodies are those of foster parents. Pia and Oliver focus their investigations on 
the foster children who have all grown up and now lead their own lives. The striking killing 
pattern leads to a breakthrough in the investigation and to  further unsolved murders: 
 Apparently it is a serial killer who always murders on Mother’s Day. And the next Mother’s 
Day is just around the corner. Can the investigators solve the case?

Nele Neuhaus’ murder mysteries have long been riveting readers in over 20 countries. Her crime 
stories unfold in mystical, fairy-tale-like settings in the Taunus region, where she sketches fascinat-
ing portraits of a society that flourishes between Frankfurt’s skyscrapers and small rural towns.

NELENEUHAUS–MURDERMYSTERIES
MOVIE COLLECTION BYFELIXHERZOGENRATH

ORIGINAL TITEL
Der Taunuskrimi

CAST
Annika Kuhl, Tim Bergmann

PRODUCED BY
UFA Fiction

COUNTRY
Germany

VERSION
German (OV) with English subtitles

GENRE
Crime  
Series, 2 × 90 min.

THE FIRST BROADCAST 
ATTRACTED AROUND 
6 MILLION VIEWERS.CO
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https://www.globalscreen.de/mm/en/content/168677
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A HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL 
START FOR THE 
NEW WATER POLICE 
SERIES WITH ALMOST 
2  MILLION VIEWERS.

GENRE
Crime 
Series, 8 × 48 min.

ORIGINAL TITEL
WAPO Duisburg

CAST
Yasemin Catinkaya, Markus John, 
Niklas Osterlohn, Karin Böhne, 
Romy Vreden

PRODUCED BY
Warner Bros. ITVP Germany

COUNTRY
Germany

VERSION
German (OV) with English subtitles

The Duisburg the water police investigates at the port of Duisburg. The investigators 
solve each case with charm, criminalistic finesse and unusual methods.

Gerhard Jäger is transferred from the homicide squad to the Duisburg water police. 
Together with his colleagues Arda Turan, a second-generation emigrant, Frank van Dijk, 
a native Dutchman, and Lena Preser, the secretary, they solve the cases. The team, led 
by Maria Kruppka, solve cases of drug smuggling, manslaughter, theft and kidnapping – 
much to the chagrin of the incompetent Criminal Investigation Department officer Carsten 
 Heinrich, who was very pleased by Jäger’s transfer to the “duck police”.

Dangerous Docks is an exciting light crime series, which takes place in at the world’s largest river 
port.

DANGEROUS DOCKS
BYCHRISTINEROGOLL
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https://www.globalscreen.de/mm/en/content/168678
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THE FIRST BROADCAST 
ATTRACTED AROUND 
6 MILLION VIEWERS.

GENRE
Drama
TV Movie, 88 min.

Physiotherapist Julika is a young, attractive mother of two sweet children – and a 
widow. Two years ago, her husband Michi died in an accident. Julika still misses him 
sorely, even regularly leaves him a voicemail. Nevertheless, she rushes headlong 
into an affair with the easy-going bicycle city guide Konstantin. Suddenly life is full of 
lightness again, full of magic and adventure. But is this really love?

Can there be a new great love for Julika after her great love Michi? For her loving but 
sometimes overbearing parents-in-law Georg and Christa the case is clear: The affair with 
Konstantin can only be an “animalistic” aberration. After Michi’s death, the family is very 
attached to each other, and even live together in the same house. But with Konstantin, the 
whole family structure is thrown into disarray. How sure can Julika be of Konstantin, who 
until now has never really wanted to commit himself?

Another Love is a real love film about great love, past love and future love.

ORIGINAL TITLE
Eine Liebe später

CAST
Lucie Heinze, Golo Euler, Miroslav 
Nemec, Lilly Forgách

PRODUCED BY
Hager Moss Film

COUNTRY
Germany

VERSION
German (OV) with English subtitles

ANOTHER LOVE
BYMICHAELAKEZELE
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https://www.globalscreen.de/mm/en/content/168647
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GENRE
Adventure/Mystery
Series, 13 × 26 min.

ORIGINAL TITLE
3 HZ

CAST
Junes Callaert, Arthur Hermans, 
Maja Azila, Cécile Enthoven, 
Stan Van Samang, Ann Tuts, 
Emilie De Roo

PRODUCED BY
De Mensen for VRT Ketnet

COUNTRY
Belgium

VERSION
Flemish (OV) with English subtitles

With his vintage walkman, Felix can listen to the past. Together with his best friends, 
he sets out to find answers about the mysterious death of his mother and discovers 
an environmental scandal. Chemical waste dumped illegally in the ’80s threatens 
their town. How is all of this connected? Can Felix prevent an absolute disaster 
before it’s too late?

In season 2 the group are busy keeping up their very successful video channel. Sammy 
discovers that his mother was a Kosovar refugee in 1999 and lost his half-brother on the 
way to Belgium (lost needs to be clearer). Felix dreams of a career as a journalist just like 
his mother and, in the search for Sammy’s brother, sees a great opportunity to write a 
fantastic story. And what do the friends do when they discover that a notorious human 
trafficker from the nineties is still operating? 

This adventurous mystery series for kids and teens from International Emmy Kids Award-winning 
production company De Mensen (“Nighthawks”) takes the viewers on the exciting journey.

3 HZ
BYSANDERBRANTS

SEASON 2 COMING FALL 2022
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https://www.globalscreen.de/mm/en/content/167138
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DRAMA

TheConference

ThePalace

PlanA

TheLadyDiplomat

ChristianeF.– 4K re mastered

TheLastExecution
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GENRE
Historical Drama
108 min.

ORIGINAL TITLE
Die Wannseekonferenz

CAST
Philipp Hochmair, Johannes Allmayer, 
Maximillian Brückner, Matthias Bund-
schuh, Fabian Busch, Jakob Diehl,  
Lilli Fichtner, Godehard Giese,  
Peter Jordan

PRODUCED BY
Constantin Film

COUNTRY
Germany

VERSION
German with English subtitles

THE CONFERENCE
BYMATTIGESCHONNECK

A HISTORICALLY ACCURATE, HAUNTING DRAMA PRODUCED FOR THE 
80TH  COMMEMORATION DAY OF THE CONFERENCE IN 2022.

On the morning of 20 January 1942, in a villa on the lakefront of the Wannsee in Berlin, 
leading members of the Nazi regime came together. They had been invited by Reinhard 
Heydrich to a meeting followed by breakfast; The sole topic on the agenda that morning 
was what the Nazis called the Final Solution to the Jewish Question: the organization of the 
systematic mass murder of millions of Jews across Europe.

A historically accurate, haunting drama about a meeting that was part of planning the 
Holocaust. The film follows the protocol of this meeting. It was shot at the original location at 
Wannsee Lake in Berlin and produced by Constantin Film for the 80th commemoration day 
of the conference. It stars some of the most well-known German-speaking actors in the lead 
roles: Philipp Hochmair (The Experiment), Johannes Allmayer (Colonia Dignidad), Maximilian 
 Brückner (Cherryblossoms), Thomas Loibl (Toni Erdmann) and Rafael Stachowiak (Undine).

“A QUIET, POISON-
OUS, CAPTIVATING 
 MASTERPIECE.” 
 SÜDDEUTSCHE 
 ZEITUNG 

“A FILM WORTHY 
OF AN AWARD.” 
 JÜDISCHE ALLGEMEINE
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https://www.globalscreen.de/mm/en/content/166947
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East Berlin, 1988. To celebrate the 40th anniversary of the Republic, a big birthday 
show is being rehearsed at the Friedrichstadt-Palast. In these exciting hours, 
young dancer Christine suddenly comes face to face with her doppelganger. In 
the audience sits Marlene, a businesswoman from West Germany, and the twin 
 sister she knew nothing about. In this fateful moment, two worlds, which could not 
be more different, suddenly collide. To find out about their respective lives in the 
East and the West, the two sisters swap places, taking enormous risks and pushing 
their emotions to the limit yet still having great fun in this adventure of a lifetime …

This lavish, highly entertaining tentpole production was shot at the world’s biggest theater 
stage. THE PALACE is directed by Uli Edel (The Baader Meinhof Complex) and stars Svenja 
Jung (Deutschland 89), Daniel Donskoy (Victoria, The Crown) and Heino Ferch (Ku’Damm, 
Downfall).

THE PALACE
BYULIEDEL

ORIGINAL TITLE
Der Palast

CAST
Svenja Jung, Daniel Donskoy,  
Heino Ferch

PRODUCED BY
Constantin Television for ZDF

COUNTRY
Germany

VERSION
German (OV) with English subtitles

GENRE
Period Drama
Mini Series, 6 × 45 min.BREAKOUT-HIT  

ON GERMAN TV:  
APPR. 7.5 MILLION 
CATCH-UP VIEWS  
AND 6.9 MILLION 
VIEWERS ON LINEAR 
TV (ZDF PRIME TIME 
ON JAN 3,4 AND 5)
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https://www.globalscreen.de/mm/en/content/167794
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Based on a true story. In 1945, a group of Jewish holocaust survivors planned to 
poison the water system in Germany, killing 6 million Germans. The film tells the 
dangerous and bold secret-operation which was called “PLAN A”.

This gripping post-World War II drama stars “A Hidden Life” actor August Diehl alongside 
Blade Runner 2049’s Sylvia Hoeks. The film addresses profound questions about justice, 
revenge and morality, dealing with the primal feelings of human nature after surviving 
 unimaginable cruelties. PLAN A is an important and different kind of Holocaust film, 
and one based on a true story. Written and directed by Yoav and Doron Paz (Phobidilia, 
The  Golem).

“Impressive drama based on true events: Captivatingly told and impressively acted ... but 
more important than its settings is its attitude. Filmmakers of the young Jewish tradition keep 
the memory of the Holocaust alive. How PLAN A does this with the means of entertainment 
cinema, without once stumbling with false tones or simplifications, is an amazing achievement.” 
 German Film and Media Rating (FBW)

PLAN A
BYYOAVANDDORONPAZ

ORIGINAL TITLE
Plan A

CAST
August Diehl, Anna-Sylvia Hoeks,
Michael Aloni, Nikolai Kinski

PRODUCED BY
Getaway Pictures, Jooyaa Film, BR/Arte,
United Channel Movies

COUNTRY
Germany, Israel

VERSION
English (OV) with English subtitles

GENRE
Post-WWII Drama,
Feature Film, 109 min.

“AUTHENTIC VISUALS,
TOP ACTORS AND A
MASTERFULLY
COMPOSED FINALE
MAKE THIS
HISTORICAL
THRILLER DRAMA
A RIVETING TREAT.”
- BILD
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https://www.globalscreen.de/mm/en/content/158721
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The Lady Diplomat, a brave and uncoventional professional woman, travels the 
world far from the red carpets and banquets to save German citizens in crisis. She 
follows her own moral compass and bends the rules when she has to to get things 
done.

HOMICIDE IN ST. PETERSBURG: Russian authorities have a suspected whistleblower 
abducted on German soil. Karla Lorenz feels personally very close to the explosive case: 
the abductee is a childhood friend who the Russian side has accused of a murder in St. 
Petersburg. She must now find out what is true about this.

An exciting crime movie collection set in the world of high-stakes international diplomacy and 
moral dilemmas, with a brave and unconventional heroine played by Natalia Wörner (“The 
Pillars of the Earth”).

THE LADY DIPLOMAT
BYELMAR FISCHER,FRANZISKA MELETZKY,ROLAND SUSO RICHTER

ORIGINAL TITLE
Die Diplomatin

CAST
Natalia Wörner, Jannik Schümann,  
Thomas Sarbacher, Machel Mendl, 
Maren Kroymann, Michael Ihnow

PRODUCED BY
UFA Fiction for Das Erste

COUNTRY
Germany

VERSION
German (OV) with English subtitles

GENRE
Drama
Movie Collection, 6 × 90 min.

TV-STAR NATALIA 
WÖRNER IS A  
BRAVE AND UNCON-
VENTIONAL HEROINE 
IN THE WORLD OF 
HIGH-STAKES INTER-
NATIONAL DIPLOMACYCO
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https://www.globalscreen.de/mm/en/content/103241


CHRISTIANE F.
THE ORIGINAL CULT MOVIE – AVAILABLE NOW IN 4K

Special Guest 
DAVID BOWIE

»Touching and terrifying«

THE TIMES

GLOBAL SCREEN PRESENTS A SOLARIS PRODUCTION IN CO-PRODUCTION WITH MARAN FILM AND POPULAR FILM CHRISTIANE F. 
STARRING NATJA BRUNCKHORST  THOMAS HAUSTEIN  JENS KUPHAL  REINER WÖLK  JAN GEORG EFFELER  CHRISTIANE REICHELT  DANIELA JÄGER  

KERSTIN RICHTER AND MANY MORE WITH THE SPECIAL PARTICIPATION OF DAVID BOWIE BASED ON THE STERN BOOK TRANSCRIBED FROM TAPE-RECORDINGS  BY KAI HERMANN AND 
HORST RIECK SCREENPLAY HERMAN WEIGEL DIRECTORS OF PHOTOGRAPHY JUSTUS PANKAU AND JÜRGEN JÜRGES EDITOR JANE SEITZ 

PRODUCTION MANAGER HARALD MUCHAMENTOW AND SABINE EICHINGER PRODUCED BY BERND EICHINGER AND HANS WETH DIRECTED BY ULI EDEL

33

THE CULT CLASSIC 
FEATURING  
DAVID BOWIE –  
NOW AVAILABLE IN 4K

“TOUCHING  
AND  TERRIFYING”  
THE TIMES

TIFF. TORONTO 
INTERNATIONAL 
FILM FESTIVAL

When 13-year old Christiane is introduced to the disco scene in late 1970s Berlin, her 
life changes utterly. Her new friends take LSD and heroin and soon she too becomes 
an addict. In the mornings, she goes to school and in the afternoons she is a child 
prostitute, turning tricks for her next hit. Instead of freedom, heroin brings only ruin 
and death, and takes some of her closest friends …

The cult classic telling the true story of Christiane F.’s descent into heroin addiction and 
prostitution is now available in a fully restored 4K version. Produced by Bernd Eichinger 
(Downfall) and Hans Weth (The Noah’s Ark Principle), and directed by Uli Edel (The Baader 
Meinhof Complex), the movie masterfully captures the hopes and fears of a lost generation  
of Berlin youth, set against the backdrop of the disco scene of the late 1970s. The heart- 
breaking movie features a special appearance by David Bowie, and the soundtrack is 
 peppered with some of his biggest hits.

ORIGINAL TITLE
Christiane F.  
Wir Kinder vom Bahnhof Zoo

CAST
Natja Brunckhorst, Thomas Haustein, 
Jens Kuphal, Reiner Wölk, Jan Georg 
Effeler, Christiane Reichelt, Daniela Jäger, 
Kerstin Richter and with David Bowie

PRODUCED BY
Bernd Eichinger, Hans Weth

COUNTRY
Germany

VERSION
German with subtitles in  
many languages; English dub

GENRE
Drama
124 min.

CHRISTIANE F. – 4K RE MASTERED
BYULIEDEL
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https://www.globalscreen.de/mm/en/content/167824
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East Berlin, 1981. The ambitious scientist Franz Walter is recruited by the State 
Security Service and sent on foreign assignment to West Germany. He soon gets 
into trouble because of his increasingly critical attitude towards the system and 
is accused of espionage.
 
Inspired by the life and death of Werner Teske, the last prisoner executed in the former 
GDR. This gripping historical drama is directed by Franziska Stünkel and stars Lars Eidinger 
(Never Look Away, Clouds of Sils Maria, Persian Lessons) in the lead role, alongside Devid 
Striesow (The Counterfeiters) and Luise Heyer (All About Me). Shot at original locations 
including the former buildings of the State Security Service in Berlin, the film paints an 
authentic picture of the harsh realities in the GDR system and their destructive impact on 
the individual. 

“Dialogues and scenes that hit the heart. THE LAST EXECUTION shows the relentless power 
 mechanics of the dictatorship: played believably, humanely and thrillingly.”
KinoKino, 3Sat

THE LAST EXECUTION
BYFRANZISKASTÜNKEL

INSPIRED BY THE 
TRUE STORY OF  
THE LAST EXECUTION 
IN FORMER EAST  
GER MANY, IN 1981.

GENRE
Drama
115 min.

ORIGINAL TITLE
Nahschuss

CAST
Lars Eidinger, Devid Striesow, 
 Luise  Heyer, Kai Wiesinger

PRODUCED BY
Network Movie, Franks Filmproduktion, 
C-Films

COUNTRY
Germany

VERSION
German with English subtitles

CHICAGO
INTERNATIONAL
FILM FESTIVAL

 BLACK NIGHTS 
IFF TALLINN

CAMERIMAGE
FILM FESTIVAL
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https://www.globalscreen.de/mm/en/content/164512
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CRIME/
THRILLER

StreetsofBerlin

BuriedTruth

ModernMurder

OntheCase

Fast

MountainMurders

ThenewFront

KillPinochet
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MARKET LEADER ON 
ARD PRIME TIME WITH 
UP TO 10 MILLION 
VIEWERS AND A 
MARKET SHARE OF 
APPROX. 27 %

GENRE
Crime 
1 Season, 24 × 60 min.

ORIGINAL TITLE
Tatort Berlin – Team Waschke

CAST
Mark Waschke, Meret Becker

PRODUCED BY
Various for RBB / Das Erste

COUNTRY
Germany

VERSION
German (OV) with English subtitles

Berlin is sexy, deadly and dangerous. The German capital is not only a party mecca, it 
tops in crime and murder, as well. Inspectors Nina Rubin and Robert Karow are big-
city homicide cops and an uneven duo: Nina is a hothead who tends to explode when 
confronted with individual injustice, while Robert is a cool, rational thinker with a 
healthy dose of mistrust for anyone and anything. Their murder cases lead them be-
hind the scenes of glamorous Berlin, while a certain unsolved case hangs over it all. 

THE COLD AND THE DEAD: Weekend in Berlin: Partygoers and revelers wander the cold 
streets in search of an unforgettable night. A young woman finds a suitable date via a dating 
app in the couple Dennis Ziegler and Julia Hoff. The next morning, a dead body is found 
near Dennis’ flat. Her face is disfigured so that identification seems impossible. Nina Rubin 
and Robert Karow investigate. They receive support from their new colleague Malik Aslan. 

A highly successful, gripping crime series set in vibrant Berlin, starring Mark Waschke (Dark, 
 Generation War) as a brilliant logical investigator alongside Meret Becker (Babylon Berlin, 
 Fabian) as his loyal colleague.

STREETS OF BERLIN
BYTORSTEN C.FISCHER,DROR ZAHAVI,NORBERT TER HALL,A.O.
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https://www.globalscreen.de/mm/en/content/103207
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GENRE
Crime
4 Seasons, 24 × 60 min.

ORIGINAL TITLE
Wilder 

CAST
Sarah Spale, Marcus Signer, Laszlo l. Kish, 
Julian Koechlin, Sabina Scheebeli, Pierre 
Siegenthaler, Samir Fuchs

PRODUCED BY
Mavie Films, Gretchenfilm

COUNTRY
Switzerland

VERSION
German (OV) with English subtitles

A Swiss mountain village winds up in the international spotlight when the daughter 
of a rich Arab investor disappears just before groundbreaking a controversial new 
vacation resort. Local cop Rosa Wilder, who grew up in the village, has to solve the 
case. Working with Federal Agent Manfred Kägi, she unearths a dark secret which 
the village has been hiding for years – and which has more to do with her history 
than she knows.

New prime time series akin to local screwball mysteries like Lillehammer and Fangar, 
 combining off-beat locations and gripping psychological profiles.

BURIED TRUTH
BYPIERREMONNARD

BEST ACTOR
SWISS TV

AWARDS 2018

SWISS TV
AWARDS

2020

BEST
SUPPORTING

ACTRESS

THE FINAL SEASON 
OF THE EXCITING 
CRIME SERIES IS NOW 
 AVAILABLE.
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A PAIR OF FEMALE 
DETECTIVES WITH 
THEIR FINGERS ON 
THE PULSE OF CRIME

GENRE
Crime 
Series, 11 × 90 min. 

ORIGINAL TITLE
Tatort Dresden

CAST
Karin Hanczewski, Alwara Höfels, 
Cornelia Gröschel, Jella Haase, 
Martin Brambach

PRODUCED BY
W&B TV for MDR / Das Erste

COUNTRY
Germany

VERSION
German (OV) with English subtitles, 
French dub

The tension between the two women, which stems from their different backgrounds 
and investigative styles, drives the cases forward and pushes them to their limits – 
privately and professionally. But despite the turbulent circumstances and their 
often unconventional approaches, the two women always retain their sense of self. 
They represent a new self-perception of women in the workplace, dedicated and 
focused, but always true to themselves. They complement each other’s talents and 
abilities, thereby creating an unconventional, modern – and ultimately powerful – 
team.

When these two strong women clash with their conservative boss, it creates conflict but 
it also intensifies their determination, driving them even harder to pursue the truth and 
solve their cases. These cases are complex and contemporary – from online dating apps 
and the live murder of a social media influencer to a public witch hunt for paedophiles – 
and they always unfold differently ...

A drama series with a strong female focus just perfect for fans of contemporary crime thrillers.

MODERN MURDER
BYRICHARD HUBER,DROR ZAHAVI,GREGOR SCHNITZLER,THERESA VON ELTZ,A.O.
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STARRING VERENA
ALTENBERGER
(“THE BEST OF ALL
WORLDS”) ONE OF
AUSTRIA’S MOST
ACCLAIMED UP-AND-
COMING ACTRESSES
IN THE LEAD ROLE.

GENRE
Crime
Series, 4 × 90 min.

ORIGINAL TITLE
Polizeiruf 110 – München – 
Team Eyckhoff

CAST
Verena Altenberger, Andreas Bittl, 
Cem Lukas Yeginer

PRODUCED BY
Provobis, Geißendörfer Pictures, 
Roxy Film, maze pictures for BR

COUNTRY
Germany

VERSION
German (OV) with English subtitles

Whether she’s investigating the case of an abandoned teenager, arresting a suspected 
serial killer or searching for a cat, detective Bessie Eyckhoff brings her uniquely 
spontaneous and positive approach to crime-solving in Munich.
 
In her most recent and extremely thrilling case Elisabeth “Bessie” Eyckhoff (Verena Alten-
berger), who has just joined the Munich homicide department as a senior detective, is 
immediately confronted with a tricky mystery. She has arrested a suspected serial killer, 
everything suggests that he is guilty, but the evidence is missing. She needs a confession 
to put the dangerous perpetrator out of circulation by midnight, or the judges will release 
him. The accused is highly intelligent, the nerves in the team are on edge, an interrogation 
specialist is called in. And Eyckhoff has to fight until the last minute ...

Top-rated features from acclaimed directors like Dominik Graf (“Face to Face with Crime”).

ON THE CASE 
BYDOMINIK GRAF,OLIVER HAFFNER,FLORIAN SCHWARZ
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SEASON 2 OF 
THE THRILLING 
ACTION  SERIES IS 
 COMING SOON.

ORIGINAL TITLE
Karkurit

CAST
Pirjo Lonka, Pelle Heikkilä, Deogracias 
Masomi, Matti Onnismaa, Anna Böhm

PRODUCED BY
Yellow Film & TV

COUNTRY
Finland

VERSION
Finnish (OV) with English subtitles

GENRE
Crime, Action
Series, 10 × 45 min.

FAST tells the case-by-case story of the Fugitive Active Search Team within the Finn-
ish National Bureau of Investigation. The elite team’s mission is to improve domestic 
safety by tracking down and arresting dangerous or skilful fugitives. For each case, 
the team has 48 hours to locate the target before their trace turns cold.
 
The unit’s leader is Karita, a former homicide squad boss, whose efficiency is based on her 
ability to see the fugitives as individuals, not just as faceless criminals who are born evil. 
A fugitive’s motive for escaping can be anything from revenge to fear – or love. Once the 
motive is identified, the fugitive can be found without endangering the safety of others. At 
least that is what Karita thinks. The chase becomes personal when Karita’s closest friend 
and colleague Niklas disappears during a fugitive case and is presumed dead. Karita’s 
mission is to find out what happened to him while trying to lead her team and to live up to 
her superiors’ expectations. 

Fast is a spectacular and thrilling crime / action series, that brings together Finland’s greatest 
talents. 

FAST
BYSAARA CANTELL,JALMARI HELANDER,TEPPO AIRAKSINEN
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BREAKOUT-HIT 
ON GERMAN TV, 
ATTRACTING MORE 
THAN 3 MILLION 
VIEWERS

GENRE
Crime
Series, 28 × 50 min.

ORIGINAL TITLE
Watzmann ermittelt

CAST
Andreas Giebel, Peter Marton, Ines Lutz, 
Nepo Fitz, Barbara Weinzierl, 
Kathrin von Steinburg, Leonie Bril

PRODUCED BY
Luckybird Pictures/ARD for Das Erste, BR

COUNTRY
Germany

VERSION
German (OV) with English subtitles

Chief Inspector Benedikt Beissl has been running his police station in Berchtesgaden 
pretty much on his own for many years, when all of a sudden the top brass decide to 
assign him a new colleague: Jerry Paulsen is not only everything that Beissl is not,  
namely charming, talkative and open-hearted and as the son of an American GI, speaks  
English fluently. But all this bothers Beissl a lot less than the fact that Jerry also happens  
to be going out with his beloved daughter Johanna – the guy is practi cally his son-in-
law! With his winning ways, the “wannabe Obama” really gets on Beissl’s wick. But 
when the pair are on a case, their private issues remain outside the door – well for 
the most part. 

The stories of a mismatched pair of detectives and their family entanglements provide 
the perfect blend of incidental humor, family life and a varied array of criminal cases – all 
set against the imposing backdrop of the magnificent Alps. What else could you want in 
a successful police series?

MOUNTAIN MURDERS
BYTOM ZENKER,CARSTEN FIEBELER,JOHN DELBRIDGE,HEIDI KRANZ,A.O.
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When Julia, a young trainee police officer, meets secretive stranger Nick, she finds 
herself falling for him almost instantly. But after their first night together, she is 
shocked to see that Nick has a huge swastika tattoo on his back. Despite all the 
 advice to forget the guy immediately, she decides to investigate the right-wing 
extremist scene for herself. Following a trail deep into the forests of the Eifel 
 mountains to the abandoned bunkers of Hitler’s Siegfried Line, Julia finds the hide-
out of a terrorist with whom she has more in common than she ever could have 
imagined. 

Produced by Gaumont Germany (Barbarians), this edge-of-your-seat thriller stars Emma 
Bading (Play), Jannik Schümann (Charité), Devid Striesow (Dignity, 8 Days) and Jeanette Hain 
(Babylon Berlin).

ORIGINAL TITLE
Westwall

CAST
Emma Bading, Jannik Schümann, 
Devid Striesow, Jeanette Hain, 
David Schütter, Rainer Bock

PRODUCED BY
Gaumont Germany for ZDF

COUNTRY
Germany

VERSION
German (OV) with English subtitles

THE NEW FRONT
BYISAPRAHL

GENRE
Thriller / Crime
Event-Series, 6 × 45 min.

SKILLFULLY BLURRING 
THE BOUNDARIES 
BETWEEN GOOD AND 
EVIL, THIS GRIPPING 
AND HIGHLY TOPICAL 
THRILLER CENTERS ON 
A GLOBALLY RELEVANT 
THEME – THE SHIFT TO 
THE RIGHT IN MANY 
SOCIETIES.
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While Chile lived one of the cruelest dictatorships under Augusto Pinochet, only 
some daring few considered the impossible: to kill the tyrant. Ramiro, a former 
physical education teacher who has devoted himself to the armed struggle, 
forgetting about personal relationships; Sacha, a humble young man from the 
slums in Santiago, a football enthusiast with no political training and Tamara, an 
attractive psychologist who left behind a high class family to live underground 
and become the only woman with a commander rank in the Patriotic Front: 
they schedule their armed attack for a Sunday afternoon in 1986 ...

Based on the true story of a failed attack launched by an armed wing of the Chilean 
Communist Party, Juan Ignacio Sabatini delivers a stunning directorial debut with this 
burning and character-driven political thriller. Daniela Ramírez (Amanda) delivers 
a stunning performance as the only woman in the group.

KILL PINOCHET
BYJUANIGNACIOSABATINI

ORIGINAL TITLE
Matar a Pinochet

CAST
Daniela Ramírez, Cristián Carvajal, 
Juan Martín Gravina, Gaston Salgado, 
Julieta Zibelberg

PRODUCED BY
Villano Producciones

COUNTRY
Chile

VERSION
Spanish with English subtitles

GENRE
Political Thriller
Feature Film, 85 min.

A STORY OF INTRIGUE,  
CONSPIRACIES,  
OPPRESSIVE AGENTS 
AND CRIES OF  
FREEDOM NARRATED 
IN THE STYE OF A 
 POLITICAL THRILLER.CO
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ROMANTIC 
COMEDY

ModernDadMovie Collection

LivingtheDream

Love&MazelTov
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GENRE
Romantic Comedy,
Movie Collection, 2 × 90 min.

ORIGINAL TITLE
Das Leben ist kein Kindergarten

CAST
Oliver Wnuk, Meike Droste,  
Peter Prager, Sophie Reiling

PRODUCED BY
Amusement Park Film for ARD Degeto

COUNTRY
Germany

VERSION
German (OV) with English subtitles

Freddy is a modern dad: while his wife Juliana commutes to Zürich for work, he
looks after their 13-year old Zoë and little Niko, while also working as the newly
appointed head of a pre-school.

FREDDY: Juliana has news. She has been offered the role of head of pediatric oncology 
and wants to move the whole family to Zürich. It’s a huge decision, made more difficult by 
the surprise arrival of Freddy’s dad, Fritz, who he hasn’t seen in 18 years and discovering 
young Zoë has been caught shoplifting. Is Freddy spinning too many plates or can this 
modern man have it all?

MOVING CHAOS: Freddy and Juliana leave the comfort zone of Constance and move 
to Berlin. With grandpa Fritz in tow, the Kleemanns come to stay with grandma Regina. 
While Freddy and his trusted colleague Lara finally want to implement their own 
concept as day-care center managers, Juliana has an unplanned pregnancy! Once 
again, the question is: what will the family decide?

A highly popular comedy, playing with our preconceptions of gender role models in a
charming way, while still asking the very relevant question as to which work is valued more:
career or care work.

MODERN DAD MOVIE COLLECTION
BYKATJA BENRATHANDESTHER GRONENBORN

A MOVIE FOR THE 
ENTIRE FAMILY, FUN 
AND LIGHT-HEARTED 
BUT WITH THE FINGER 
RIGHT ON THE PULSE 
OF TIME
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Air stewardess Sophie wants a fresh start. She decides to try her hand at running a 
guest house tucked away in a remote farm in the Alps. Standing in the way of her 
dream, however, is her cantankerous new neighbor, a real Bavarian curmudgeon.

Fresh country air, lush meadows and an impressive mountain panorama – air stewardess Sophie 
really falls hard for the remote Fuchsbichler farm the minute she sees it. Despite the fact that her 
husband Philippe and daughter Leonie have other plans, the bubbly city girl forges ahead and 
signs on the dotted line. Annoyed by her pigheadedness, Philippe decides to take some time out. 
Now on her own, Sophie decides to go ahead with the move along with her 15-year old daughter. 
But the purchase contract for Ludwig Fuchsbichler’s quaint little farm has a catch: the previous 
resident, Ludwig’s brother Barthl, has “barn rights” for life. To put Sophie off the idea of life in 
the country as quickly as possible, the cranky old man moves into the barn. As feared, Barthl is 
anything but an accommodating neighbor. When Sophie sets about making a virtue of necessity 
and decides to welcome nature-loving holiday-makers to stay on the farm, the feud escalates.

The topics of sustainability and mindfulness are perennial issues on the agenda of Western 
 societies and often manifest in a form of newly acquired “Landlust”, a desire to live off the land.

LIVING THE DREAM
BYINGORASPER

ORIGINAL TITLE
Zimmer mit Stall

CAST
Aglaia Szyszkowitz, Friedrich von Thun, 
Alina Abgarjan, Philipp Sonntag

PRODUCED BY
Roxy Film for ARD Degeto for Das Erste

COUNTRY
Germany

VERSION
German (OV) with English subtitles

GENRE
Comedy, Drama,
Series, 7 × 90 min.

STARRING  FRIEDRICH 
VON THUN (“SCHIN-
DLER’S LIST”, “COLD 
HELL”) ONE OF 
AUSTRIA’S MOST 
ACCLAIMED ACTORS 
IN THE LEAD ROLE.CO
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GENRE
Romantic Comedy
TV Movie, 90 min.

ORIGINAL TITLE
Schönes Schlamassel

CAST
Verena Altenberger, Lasse Myhr, 
Lisa Wagner, Maxim Mehmet, 
Dieter Hallervorden

PRODUCED BY
ConradFilm, Bavaria Fiction for BR/ORF

COUNTRY
Germany

VERSION
German (OV) with English subtitles

At a party, Daniel pretends to be Jewish to impress Anne. The pretty bookstore 
owner specializes in Jewish literature in her bookshop, volunteers at a Jewish home 
for the elderly, and is also a close friend of the Jewish author Schlomo Wisniewski. 
When Anne and Daniel become a couple, their friends Laura and Tobias have an 
inkling that Daniel’s hoax will soon be exposed. His initially small con turns into an 
unmanageable web of white lies that Daniel can’t get out of. Will Anne also love 
him when she learns that he is not Jewish at all?
 
LOVE & MAZEL TOV is a warm-hearted and witty love story. A plea for love against all 
prejudices. Produced by the renowned production companies ConradFilm (Dark Woods) 
and Bavaria Fiction (Das Boot) and directed by multiple award-winning director Wolfgang 
Murnberger, this charming RomCom will strike right to the heart.

LOVE & MAZEL TOV
BYWOLFGANGMURNBERGER

THE FILM WALKS THE 
THIN LINE BETWEEN 
HUMOUR AND 
THOUGHTFULNESS 
WITH LIGHT-HEARTED 
PERFECTION
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JimButtonandtheWild13

Clue:TheMalteseMystery

TheSuneMovie Collection

MisterPaper

PetronellaApplewitch

FinestFairyTales

SchoolofMagical Animals

ThePeppercornsMovie Collection 

TheHiddenLifeofTrees

FAMILY  
ENTER
TAINMENT
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BIG-BUDGET  
(24 MILLION USD) 
FAMILY  ADVENTURE– 
 ADAPTED FROM 
MICHAEL ENDE’S 
INTERNATIONALLY 
SUCCESSFUL BOOK 
CLASSIC

GENRE
Family Entertainment, Adventure
Feature Film, 109 min.

JIM BUTTON AND THE WILD 13
BYDENNISGANSEL

ORIGINAL TITLE
Jim Knopf und die Wilde 13

CAST
Henning Baum, Solomon Gordon, Rick 
Kavanian, Christoph Maria Herbst, Uwe 
Ochsenknecht, Milan Peschel, Annette 
Frier

PRODUCED BY
Rat Pack Filmproduktion and Warner 
Bros. Film Productions Germany

COUNTRY
Germany

VERSIONS
English version, French dub,  
German (OV) with English subtitles

Can you make an old locomotive fly? You bet! To protect Morrowland from the 
 notorious pirate gang The Wild 13, Jim Button and his best friend, the engine driver 
Luke, make Emma airworthy and set off on a dangerous journey, where Jim’s most 
fervent wish might come true: to find out the truth about his mysterious origins.

JIM BUTTON AND THE WILD 13 is the live-action adaptation of Michael Ende’s global  best- 
  seller, translated into 25 languages, with over 5 million books sold. With the main roles shot  
in English language, it is one of the most spectacular and expensive feature film  productions  
in the history of German cinema. Hit producer Christian Becker (Vicky The Viking, Hui 
Buh – The Goofy Ghost) and director Dennis Gansel (The Wave, Mechanic: Resurrection) have 
not held back on special effects and paid great attention to detail when translating the 
timeless story of friendship, loyalty and courage into fascinating images as a great fantasy 
adventure for every generation.
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JØRN LIER HORST 
IS “ONE OF THE 
MOST BRILLIANTLY 
UNDERSTATED CRIME 
NOVELISTS WRITING 
TODAY” –  
THE SUNDAY TIMES

ORIGINAL TITLE
Clue: Maltesergåten

CAST
Julia Mælumshagen Nymoen, Kenza 
Olympia Iteka, Felix Sollie, Kyrre Haugen 
Sydness, Andreas Cappelen, Bjørn 
Floberg

PRODUCED BY
Maipo Film

COUNTRY
Norway

VERSION
Norwegian with English subtitles

GENRE
Family Entertainment, Adventure
93 min. / 4 × 20 min.

On the same day that Cecilia and Une meet Leo for the first time, a corpse turns up 
on the beach in their idyllic Norwegian bay.

12-year-old Cecilia lives in an idyllic holiday paradise on the Norwegian coast where her 
father is running a beautiful boarding house. There, she and her best friend Une soon 
become friends with the big city boy Leo who recently moved with his mother to the 
countryside. The trio finds a dead man lying on the beach below the guest house. Who is 
the dead man, how did he get here, and could he have anything to do with the death of 
Cecilia’s mum the year before? The trio and their dog Egon start unwinding the road to 
the truth, which is a perilous one, lined with escaped prisoners, mysterious guests, secret 
diaries and dark, old passages into bunkers left from the war.

CLUE: The Maltese Mystery is a highly atmospheric and adventurous mystery with a charming trio 
of three young detectives set in the beautiful Norwegian landscape. It’s a Nordic noir film for kids, 
based on the adaption of internationally bestselling novels of acclaimed author Jørn Lier Horst’s. 
It is directed by Thale persen, who was one of the directors of the series HEIRS OF THE NIGHT.

CLUE: THE MALTESE MYSTERY
BYTHALEPERSEN
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GENRE
Family / Comedy
Feature Films, 3 × 99 min.

ORIGINAL TITLE
Sune vs. Sune;
Sune, best man;
Sune – Uppdrag midsommar

CAST
Elis Gerdt, Baxter Renman, Tea Stjärne, 
Sissela Benn, Fredrik Hallgren

PRODUCED BY
Unlimited Stories

COUNTRY
Sweden

VERSION
Swedish (OV) with English subtitles

A collection of hit family movies from turbulent road trips to romantic disasters. 
The films follow the adventures of Sune, his friends Sophie and his little brother 
Hakan as they contend with all that growing up has to throw at them. In the latest 
 installment, Sune and Sophie both want to celebrate Scandinavian Midsummer 
with their families. But the day before they leave, Sophie breaks up with Sune. It’s a 
disaster! Trying to win his beloved Sophie back, Sune makes the mistake of listening 
to his little brother, who has watched thousands of romantic comedies from the 80s. 
It turns out to be a very bad idea …

The Sune Movies are hilariously entertaining adventure for the entire family. The  heroes 
and heroines are brimming with vitality and ingenuity in a fantastic plot full of heart, humour 
and action.

THE SUNE MOVIE COLLECTION
BYJONHOLMBERG,ERLANDBESKOWBASED ON THE 

CHARACTERS OF THE 
INTERNATIONALLY 
SUCCESSFUL “SUNE” 
BOOK SERIES.
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THE PLAYFUL 
ADVENTURES AIRED 
SUCCESSFULLY ON 
VRT KETNET, TAKING 
35,3% MARKET 
SHARE / PRESCHOOL 
BLOCK

CINEKID 
FESTIVAL 

AMSTERDAM
ZLIN FILM
FESTIVAL

GENRE
Cut-out Animation
Series, 26 × 5 min.

ORIGINAL TITLE
Meneer Papier

PRODUCED BY
A Private View/Mockingbird Production 
for VRT Ketnet

COUNTRY
Netherlands, Germany

VERSION
Flemish with English subtitles

Life is simply perfect for Mister Paper as he cuts and sticks his world together.  
With his scissors he can create anything he needs. He lives in a paper house in 
the middle of paper nature, with a cat for company. But with his scissors and his 
 childlike imagination, he is never alone. He cuts out a cow, to have some milk for 
the cat. And when the cat doesn’t want to play, he cuts out a dog to take for a walk. 
When sometimes his creations have a mind of their own, Mister Paper has to get 
creative again to deal with their waywardness. But with the help – or sometimes in 
spite – of his cat, our paper hero makes sure that everything turns out all right at 
the end of each episode.

An award-winning cut-out series with delightfully playful adventures that will inspire 
 creativity and imagination in young viewers worldwide.

MISTER PAPER
BYSTEVENDEBEUL,BENTESSEUR
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GENRE
Animation
Series, 39 × 11 min.

ORIGINAL TITLE
Petronella Apfelmus

PRODUCED BY
Akkord Film, SERU, 2 Minutes

COUNTRY
Germany

VERSION
German (OV) with English subtitles

Life is never boring when your best friend is an apple witch! 134 years old (but very 
young at heart), Petronella loves her garden and all the creatures in it, from a goofy 
bunch of apple stick men to grumpy goblin Thornbush. She uses all her magical 
powers to care for them, but her magic is ... well, powerful but improvised. She 
magics herself into the form of strict witch-in-chief Pestilla but forgets the spell 
to transform herself back when Pestilla arrives. She comes up with a new type of 
apple, but when she and her friends try them, they become invisible! She creates a 
second version of herself which ends up spreading havoc throughout the garden ...
Luckily, there are the 9-year-old twins Leah and Louis who always find clever ways 
to help solve Petronella’s hiccups. And Petronella’s biggest and most important task 
is to protect the garden from the outside world. Together with her two best friends, 
she does everything to keep the garden’s mysteries a secret from the twins’ parents 
and other nosy visitors ...
 
A magical garden full of fun creatures, two children and a chaotic apple witch! 
A beautifully animated series for kids aged 4–8.

PETRONELLA APPLEWITCH 
BYEMILIERIMETZ

BASED ON THE 
BESTSELLING 
NOVELS BY SABINE 
STÄDING AND 
SABINE BÜCHNER
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GENRE
Family Entertainment
Series, 52 × 60 min.

ORIGINAL TITLE
Sechs auf einen Streich

CAST
Suzanne von Borsody, Ken Duken, 
Hannelore Elsner, François Goeske, 
Karoline Herfurth, Hannelore Hoger, 
Henry Hübchen, Gottfried John, 
Anna Maria Mühe, Sunnyi Melles, 
Marianne Sägebrecht, Robert Stadlober

PRODUCED BY
ARD Degeto

COUNTRY
Germany

VERSIONS
German (OV) with English subtitles, 
English dub 

They are among the most famous stories in the world: Grimm’s and Andersen’s fairy 
tales.

They have been translated into every major language in the world, 160 in total. The hour-
long adaptations have become a tentpole attraction of the holiday season at home and 
abroad. Lovingly and enchantingly, all your favorite characters are dusted off and brought 
to  vibrant life as full-fledged people, starring major German talent.

In the new Episode THE SPIRIT IN THE BOTTLE, we see people with very different plans for 
their own lives and contradictory views of the world – and yet they manage to use these 
differences to be stronger together. If that is not a pertinent lesson for us today, what is?

Nominated for International EMMY® Kids Award 2013

FINEST FAIRY TALES 
BYZOLTAN SPIRANDELLI,CÜNEYT KAYA,MATTHIAS STEURER,FRANK STOYE,FRAUKE THIELECKE,A.O.

FROM RAPUNZEL AND 
SNOW WHITE TO PUSS 
IN BOOTS AND 
CINDERELLA, 
THESE VIBRANT 
ADAPTATIONS ARE 
A TENTPOLE 
ATTRACTION OF THE 
HOLIDAY SEASON.

NOMINEE
INT. EMMY

KIDS AWARD
2013
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GENRE
Family Entertainment, Adventure
90 min.

ORIGINAL TITLE
Die Schule der magischen Tiere

CAST
Emilia Maier, Leonard Conrads, 
Loris  Sichrovsky, Nadja Uhl, Justus 
von Dohnányi, Milan Peschel

PRODUCED BY
Kordes & Kordes Film Süd

COUNTRY
Germany

VERSIONS
German (OV) with English subtitles 
 English dub

The charming live-action adventure with CGI animated animals about an unusual 
school, where the children receive a magical animal as a companion, centres on 
the new girl Ida, who goes from being an outsider to the star student thanks to her 
 magical animal, the talking fox Rabbat.

A strong, original and incomparable story: translated into over 20 languages and  published 
in such territories as China, Japan, South Korea, all of Eastern Europe, the Nordic region, 
 Israel, Turkey, Greece, The Netherlands, Spain and Portugal, SCHOOL OF MAGICAL 
ANIMALS is one of the most successful children’s and young people’s book series with 
over 4.8 million copies sold in German-speaking countries. The warm-hearted cinema 
 adventure for the whole family is based on Margit Auer’s wonderful novels. Director Gregor 
Schnitzler (The Cloud) beautifully translated the essence of the books along with impressive 
visuals into an exceptional children’s film. Animation director Tomer Eshed (Lumatic Ani-
mation & VFX) created the likable, funny and very special characters Rabbat, Henrietta and 
Pinkie, the animal stars who play such decisive roles in this feature film.

SCHOOLOFMAGICAL ANIMALS
BYGREGORSCHNITZLER

BREAKOUT HIT 
AT THE GERMAN B.O.: 
BEST THEATRICAL 
 PERFORMANCE OF 
A GERMAN MOVIE 
SINCE THE PANDEMIC. 
GROSSING MORE THAN 
12M USD TO DATE

The charming live-action adventure with CGI animated animals about an unusual 
school, where the children receive a magical animal as a companion, centres on 
the new girl Ida, who goes from being an outsider to the star student thanks to her 
 magical animal, the talking fox Rabbat.

A strong, original and incomparable story: translated into over 20 languages and  published 
in such territories as China, Japan, South Korea, all of Eastern Europe, the Nordic region, 
 Israel, Turkey, Greece, The Netherlands, Spain and Portugal, SCHOOL OF MAGICAL 
ANIMALS is one of the most successful children’s and young people’s book series with 
over 4.8 million copies sold in German-speaking countries. The warm-hearted cinema 
 adventure for the whole family is based on Margit Auer’s wonderful novels. Director Gregor 
Schnitzler (The Cloud) beautifully translated the essence of the books along with impressive 
visuals into an exceptional children’s film. Animation director Tomer Eshed (Lumatic Ani-
mation & VFX) created the likable, funny and very special characters Rabbat, Henrietta and 
Pinkie, the animal stars who play such decisive roles in this feature film.
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GENRE
Adventure & Family
Feature Films, 2 × 90 min.

ORIGINAL TITLE
Die Pfefferkörner  
und der Fluch des Schwarzen Königs
Die Pfefferkörner  
und der Schatz der Tiefsee

CAST
Marleen Quentin, Ruben Storck,  
Heino Ferch, Sonja Gerhardt,  
Max Riemelt, Meriam Abbas

PRODUCED BY
Letterbox Filmproduktion

COUNTRY
Germany

VERSION
German (OV) with English subtitles

An unbeatable team of five teenage friends, the Peppercorns, wind up in pacy 
 adventures, set against the lush landscapes of Northern Ireland and the Baltic Coast 
as well as the dramatic landscapes of the Italian Alps. Christian Theede directs these 
high-end family entertainment films, full of humour, action and gripping twists and 
turns.

THE PEPPERCORNS AND THE SECRET OF THE DEEP SEA: The Peppercorns unite to find out 
who is behind the kidnapping of a missing oceanographer who has discovered a means 
of getting rid of plastic waste in the ocean. A race against time begins to save her life and 
their future.

THE PEPPERCORNS AND THE CURSE OF THE BLACK KING: On their class trip, twelve-year-
old Mia and classmate Benny investigate a mysterious curse. Did farm boy Luca bring the 
curse of the Black King on his family when he was trying to find the fabled hoard? Together 
they uncover an evil plot ..

THE PEPPERCORNS MOVIE COLLECTION
BYCHRISTIANTHEEDEACTION-PACKED, 

 DARING  ADVENTURES 
IN WHICH  CLEVER 
KIDS TURN 
INTO SHARP 
 INVESTIGATORSCO
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NOMINEE
BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY

DOCUMENARY FILM
ASC AWARDS

GENRE
Family
Documentary, 101 min.

ORIGINAL TITLE
Das geheime Leben der Bäume

CAST
Peter Wohlleben

PRODUCED BY
Constantin Film

COUNTRY
Germany

VERSIONS
German (OV), English dub,  
English subtitles

When Peter Wohlleben published his book The Hidden Life of Trees in 2015, he 
stormed all the bestseller charts overnight: no-one had ever written about the 
 German woods like the forester from the parish of Wershofen before. Wohlleben 
tells us in an entertaining and enlightening fashion about the solidarity and 
 cohesion of the trees and strikes a chord with his ever-growing community of 
readers: he brings us closer to these astounding living entities in guided tours of 
the woods and readings. Wohlleben travels to Sweden to see the oldest tree in the 
world; he visits businesses in Vancouver that are looking for a new approach to 
how to treat the woods; he sides with the demonstrators in the Hambach Forest. 
Because he knows that we humans can only survive if the woods are healthy – 
and that the eleventh hour is already upon us …

The whole world is talking about the environment, but frequently fails to listen to nature 
 itself. One man has made it his mission to change this and has promptly reached millions 
of people. Peter Wohlleben opens our eyes to the hidden world of the forest and the 
“Wood Wide Web”. Director Jörg Adolph (Parents’ School) combines the exciting portrait of 
a man who understands the language of trees with breathtaking nature footage from the 
world of forests to create a documentary which is just as entertaining as it is fascinating.

THE HIDDEN LIFE OF TREES
BYJÖRGADOLPHBASED ON PETER 

WOHLLEBENS 
NON-FICTION BEST-
SELLER, PUBLISHED IN 
OVER 40 COUNTRIES.
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SALES 
JULIA WEBER
Head of International Sales & Acquisitions
Phone +49 89 2441295-590
Mobile +49 173 3599306
julia.weber@globalscreen.de

HELGE KÖHNEN
SVP, International TV Sales & Acquisitions
Ph +49 89 2441295-587
Mobile +49 172 8552402
helge.koehnen@globalscreen.de

STEFANIE HOFFERBERT
SVP, International TV Sales & Acquisitions
Ph +49 89 2441295-583
Mobile +49 172 1097357
stefanie.hofferbert@globalscreen.de

STEPHANIE WANG
VP, International TV Sales & Acquisitions
Ph +49 89 2441295-585
Mobile +49 173 5730231
stephanie.wang@globalscreen.de

ALICE BUQUOY
SVP, International Sales & Acquisitions
Phone +49 89 2441295-597
Mobile +49 173 9319804
alice.buquoy@globalscreen.de

KLAUS RASMUSSEN
SVP, International Sales & Acquisitions
Phone +49 89 2441295-561
Mobile +49 172 3164256
klaus.rasmussen@globalscreen.de
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